







A theoretical analy_-is is given for the stresses and
deflections of a square plate with damped edges under
normal pressure producing large deflections. Valu6_ of
the bending s_.ress and membrane stress at the center of the
plate and at the midpoint of the edge are given for center
deflections up to 1.9 times the plate thiclcness. The shape
of the deflected surface is given for low pressures and for
the highest pressure considered. Convergence of the
solution is considered and it is estimated that the possible
error is less than _ percent. The results are compared
with the only previous approximate analysis known to
the author and agree _yithin 5 percent. They are also
shown go compare favorab!y with the known exact solutions
for the long rectangular plate and the circular plate.
INTRODUCTION
An exact solution for the small deflections of a plate
with clamped edges was given by Hencky in reference 1
and an approximate solution for large deflections was
presented by Way in reference 2. In a previous paper
(reference 3) there is presented a solution of the
fundamental yon K_rm_n large-deflection equations for
a simply supported rectangular plate under combined
edge compression and lateral loading.
In the present paper a theoretical analysis is given
for the stresses and deflections of a square plate under
normal pressure producing large deflections. The edge
supports are assumed to clamp the plate rigidly against
rotations and displacements normal to the edge but to
permit displacements parallel to the edge• The analysis
replaces the edge bending moments by an equivalent
pressure distribution and then applies the general
solution for the simply supported rectangldar plate.
The results for small deflections obtained by the
analysis agree exactly with those of Hencky and for
large deflections differ by less than 5 percent from the
approximate solution of Way.
The work was carried on with the financial assistance
of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
Acknowledgement is made to the Bureau of Aeronautics,
Navy Department, for its cooperation in a program of
tests of rectangular plates under normal pressure that
furnished the background for the preparation of this
paper. The author is grateful for the assistance of
members of the Engineering Mechazfics Section of the
National Bureau of Standards, particularly that of
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Fmul_m I,--Unifcem normal pr"-'udure on s ¢_mped square pl_.e.
Consider an initiMly flat square plate of uniform
thickness (fig. 1) and let
a length of sides.
h thickness.
p normal pressure, assumed uniform.





D-- flexural rigidity of plate.
12(1 --_'-)
x, y coordinate axes lying along edges of plate with
their origin at one corner.
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edge bending moments per unit length about
x and y axes, respectively.
normal stress.
shearing stress.
tensile strain, unit elongation.
shearing strata.
extreme-fiber stresses in directions of axes.
median-fiber stresses in directions of axes.





average median-fiber stresses in x and y
directions, respectively.












p_(x, y) uniform normal pressure p expressed as a
Fourier series.
p<(x, y)=p_(x, y)+pb(x, y).
p,., coefficient in Fourier series for pressure,
p<(x, !I).
c moment arm of auxiliary pressure distribu-
tion, p_(z, y).
k,, k, moment coefficients.
EXPRESSIONS FOR STRESSES AND STRAINS
The general equations for stresses and strains are
developed by Timoshenko in reference 4 (ch. IX) and
are also given in reference 3. The stresses at the





the extreme-fiber bending stresses in the plate are
related to the deflections by
Eh I b"w i)2wM
=:= /
" '- _-(l--:-_-_\,-_?.r'_'-5>:[ <_-)
. e/, { _:,w,_ /
7" "- _\_t-_.]/ J
and the extreme-fiber bending stresses at t,he edges of
the plate are related to the bending moinenls per unit
length by:
,, 6 m _ ) I/,, 6m_/(x= [), x=a)
(:l)
,, 6m,I {
o , =,, #i-T/ I,, 6hi, / (?1=0' ?1=°)
,= :-7- J
The st ruins at the middle surface of the plal*_ are:
, 1 , , ltb"-F 5">F\
, 1,, ,, l/b'F _'F'_ [
"= _':'-""" = 2--!-a7-"-_) / (4)
, 2(14-u) , 2(l+_,) b'F]
",,.,,= >-:- ,',.,= -_ _J
RELATIONa BETWEEN EDGE MOMENTS AND LATERAL PRF-_URE
The required edge moments, m,, rn_ will be replaced
by a,i auxiliary pressure distribution p, (z,y) near the
edges of the plate as shown in figure 2. If this pressure
distribution is expressed by a Fourier series (reference 5,
p. 295) and the value of c approaches zero, the auxiliary
pressure is
r-I, :t, 5... I--L, 3, 5...
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Express m, and m: by a Fourier series, where k, and
k, are eoet_cients to be determined and where for a
square plate k, = k, when s = r.
,2ms= p k, sin r __(!
r=1,3,5 .
m,_= p k, sin T
s--|, 3, 5. _ .
Inserting equation (6) in equation (5) gives
22 '7'
t--i, 3, 5... a--l, 3, 5. • .
The uniform normal pressure p may also be expressed
by a Fourier series (reference 5, p, 295) as,
The addition of the uniform normal pressure p_(x,y)
and the auxiliary pressure replacing the edge moments
p=(z,y) is obtained by adding equations (7) and (8) and
gives
where
RELATION BETWEEN STRESS FUNCTION F. DEFLECTION w. AND
e_sSVeE COEWCIE_TS ..,,
Since the edge moments m, and ra, have been re-
placed by the auxiliary pressure distribution p,(z,y)
(equation (7)), the general solution for the simply
supported rectangular plate given in reference 1 may
be applied. This solution was derived in terms of
Fourier series from the yon Kgrmtln equations (refer-
ence 6). The form of yon Ktlrmfi, n's equations used is
that given on page 343 of reference 4.
0'w+_ b'w b'w p
-87, "89W_+-_/=3 + 0])
__h(O2F 52w zr bZF b_tw 9 5ZF b% "_
For the square plate the general solution describes the
deflection by the Fourier series,
m--l, 3, 5... n-l, 3, 5 ...
the pressure by the Fourier series previously given in
equation (9).
p,., sin rrx sin sTr?.__/(13)
a a
r--I, 3, ,5 . . . i--L, 3, 5 . . .
and the stress function F by the Fourier series and
polynomials,
22 "F Y'sx'4-_Y_'4 - m_-x a_l-= -T-- _ - b_,. cos --a cos --a
mlO, 2, 4... n-O. 2. 4 . ..
and shows that for' zero displacement normal to the
edges of the plate,
_ E_'"_,"i z- _ta v = 8a--T m_w a _. •
m--1,3,5.., n-1,3,5...
and (15)
7_- u_, = -g_ ,dw" ....
_--1,3,5,.. n_[,3,5 ...
The general solution (reference 3) gives general equa- .
Lions from which the membrane stress function co-
efficients b,.., can be calculated in terms of the deflection
function coefficients w,,.,,. For the special case where
a=b (square plate), in the present paper the first 23
of these coefficients b_,., are,
S 2
bo.:= b:.o= _(w, .l + 9w, .a + 2w_ ,_wt.a-- 1Sub .awa.a
+25w_f--2w_.aw, .a . , .3
E
bo,_= b_.o= 6-_(w,.tw_ ,a+ 9wt .awa.a-- w_.tw_ ._. • ,)
E
b..._= -_ (wt.t wt ,3-- 2w_ ,a_+ 4w_ ,aw,,_- 9ws.aw, ._ • • .)
06)
E _ : 4--') ,
bo._= bs.o= 2_ (w_,a + 9wa., . ._ Ltw_a- • -)
E 9 _' __+_
b,., = b, ._= 4-_ (-- w, .,w_.a+ - 5w_.a i 9W,,_Wa.3
+ 9w,.tw_ ._-- 49w, .aw_._+ 81w3.awt ._ . . .)
E
bo.,= b,.o= 2-sg(w, ._w,._ . . .)
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E
b_._= b_.: = 4-_ (-- wl .iWl .s+ 9W_.:_W_.3+ 16Wl ._Wl._... i
E
b4 ._: _-_ ( - w1.32+ 8w1.3w_ .s- 9 w_.s' • . -)
E
b0.,0 = bl0,0= _ (w,.s • • .)
E
b2 .a= b_ .2= 4_ (- wl .awl .s4- 81 w3 .aw, .s • . .) (16)
E
+169wt,2 . . .)
E
b, .s= bs., = 1_ (-- 9w3._ w_ .s • . .)
E
b,.,= _ (- w, ._ . . .)
The family of equations relating the prbssure co-
effie-ents p,., and the deflection coefficients w,., are
also given by the general solution (reference 3). For
the special case a=b (squai'e plate), presented in this
paper, the first 22 terms in each of these equations are
given in table 1 for Poisson's ratio p=0.316. Advan-
tage has been taken oI the relation w,,.,=w .... which
holds for a square plate under symmetrical loads, to
reduce the size of table 1 as well as equations (16). As
an example of the use of table 1, the first few terms of
the first equation (giving the relation between p_._ an(t




MAGNITUD_ O_ EDGE MOMENTS m, AND m_
The edge moments m_ and m_ must now be deter-
mined to satisfy the condition of zero slope at the edges
of the plate. Setting the slope, perpendicular to the
edges z=0 and x=a, equal to zero gives
22i_w =0= -_-w... sin --- (18)z-0, z--a q]
m--1,3,5, . . 'a--l,3, f, . . .
and setting the slope perpendicular to the edges y=0
and y=a to zero gives,
mini,3, 5 . . . _1--1,3,5 . . .
Equations (18) or (19) are equivalent to the family
of equations
O=wl.,4-3w_._+5u, z.s4-7w,.r+..il
0 = w_.l 4- 3uh .a4- 5w_.s 4- 7w_.r +. • (20)
0 = ws._ 4- 3ws,_ 4- 5ws ,s + 7w_ ._4- .
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The deflection coefficients u,,,,., must now be deter-
mim,d from table 1 by solving each equation for the
linear term in terms of the cubic terms and the .pressure
co,'fficients p .... The deflection coefficients w_., thus
,obtained are now substituted in equations (20); and,
for the pressure coefficients p .... are substituted there
values as given by equation (10). The resulting
equations are.
0 -- 2.835 4- 7.66k_ ÷ 0.324k3 + 0.0800ks ÷ 0.0303k_
4-0.0145k_4- ... 4-K_
0 = 0.0523 5- 0.324kt 4-1.713k3 4- 0.1405/%
4-0.0675kTW0.0360k_4- ... 4-K3
0 = 0.00680 + 0.0800k_ + 0.1405k_ 4- o.956k,,
4-0.0690kr+0.0433k0+ . . . +Ks (21)
0 = 0.001767 -+-0.0303kt 4- O 0675k34- 0.0690ks
+0.660kr+0.0402k_4- ... 4-Kr
0= 0•000648 +0.0145kt + 0 0360k3 + 0.0433ks
+0.0402k_+0.50.Sk_+ . . . 4-K_
where K_ . . . K, are functions of the pressure p and
of the cubes of'the deflection functions w .... The first
22 terms in the equations for the first five coefficients
K, _re given in table 2. As an example of the use of
table 2,
w_ _ _ *'_Zh4 _Yl 1 2 q/)1.3"
• . pa_
O7,"Eh'[w, t y/ws _)
+o.1--_r-\Tt \--Uz- . . . (22)
SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS
VALUI_ OW DEFLECTION COI_IeFIC1ENTS w.. AND EDGI_ MOMENT
CO I_WlffICII_NTS ko
The method of obtaining the required values of the
deflection coeffic|ents w... and the edge moment
coefficients k, consists of assuming values for w_.t
-_- and
pa _ W_ a Ws .3
then solving for _h- i, -_--, -_- .... kt, k_, k_.... by
successive approximation from the simultaneous equa-
tiorm in t_.ble 1 and equations (10) and (21). These
calculations have been made for 10 values of w_._
h
The corresponding values of the first 36 deflection
coefficients --_ and of the first five moment coefficients
k, are given in table 3 and table 4, respectively. The
error arising from the use of only the first 22 terms in
the equations in table I will be considered in a later
section.
CI[NTIgU DI_IeLI_CTION
From equation (12) the center deflection is
"_('_...... = -- -- I -"i- w,., (23)
_-t, 3, 5, ... n-l, 3, 5 ....
:r
o
SQUARE PLATE WITH CLAMPED EDGES UNDER NORMAL PRESSURE
The center deflection was obtained by substituting the
values of w,,., from table 3 in equation (23) with the
ZO_ - - _ _ _- : . ,-
i : i : , '
._ .'5_ , I, '.--__ ....
" / i I
5 / /' : - 1 '
/J f ;, I i j ;
_ ,,
o /oo zoo soo ,oo
Pressur-e ratio, pa°/Eh •
FIGURt 3.--Centd_r deflection of sqna_ plate with clamped edges. #, 0.318.
results given in table 5 and figure 3. Figure 3 shows
that the deflectionpressure curve deviates increasingly
1,0,
-/,902
.4 tt:..; i I
l _ .
( a
O_sto_ce from clamoed edcJe
F1GUItl 4.--Shal_ ol deflected surf_ along center line Z--a/2 for very small deflection
we,,t_fll<<l and for the ILrR'est delk_etion calculated w,,._,oie-13_02.
from a straight line with increasing deflection. The
deviation exceeds 10 percent for deflections exceeding
about one-half of the plate thickness-
SHAPE O! J' DEFLECTED SURFACE
The lateral deflection of the plate is obtained by
substituting the deflection coefficientsw ....(table 3)
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in equation (12). This calculation has been made
along the center line z=a/2 for very small deflections
_<<1 and for the deflection calculatedhighest
w'_L------Z=l.902 with the results given in figure 4. It is
apparent that, as the center deflection increases under
increasing normal pressure, catenary tensions become
0 /_ _ 300 ,tO0
Press_,"@ ,'-ot,O.pa_/Kh"
FIOURZ 5.--Str_8_ l_rpendlcul_" to edge at its midpoint sad && tlm c_nt_ o| a
clamped square l)tstein say direction. #, 0.316; #'oqEl_, e_tr_me-flber tmndin$
str¢_ ratio; _,'aqEh_, membran_ str_l ratio; *-a_f_, _xtrem_-_b_- stria ratio;
I_(/F-_, pi'_tZ.ce rstio.
A. ¢o_/1_ (midpoint o! edge) _, _"a_/l_ (midpoint of _lge)
C, _a_II_ (oenter) _, _"a_I E_ (center)
E _'_z/E_ (center) _',_'a_//i_ (midpoint of ed_)
_ppreciable and the inflection point is shifted toward
the edges of the plate.
BENDING STRESS AT MIDPOINT OF EDGE
The extreme-fiber bending stress at the edge was
obtained by substituting equations (6) in equations (3).
This substitution gives, for the extreme-fiber bending
stress perpendicular to the edge at its midpoint,
EM },_,o,,, *t _,,=-_ " "
Pa4 given in table 4 were sub-The values of k, and
stituted in equation (24) with the results given in table
5 and in figure 5. Figure 5 shows that the bending
stress perpendicular to the edge at its midpoint deviates
increasingly from a straight line with increasing pressure.
The deviation exceeds 6 percent when the deflection is
greater than one-half of the plate thickness.
BENDING STR,'£.SS AT CENTER OF PLAT_
The extreme-fiber oending stresses are obtained by
substituting equation (12) in equations (2). This
os
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substitution gives for the stress at the center of the
plate in any direction,
(_ "t (12
.......,,,°,.
\m+n pl,,. ).-- _ _ l_-/a., ) -- --1)-_--(,,-'A-p.,_.l:)_('¢;)l
ra=i n_[
The values of _ given ill table 3 were substitutrd in
equation (25) with tile results given in table 5 and ill
figure 5. Figure 5 shows that the bending stress at tile
center of the plate is less than one-half of the bending
stress perpendicular to tile edge at its midpoint.
MEMBRANE STRESSES
Tile membrane stresses in the plate are obtainell by
substituting equation (14) in equations (1) and using
equations (15) and equations (16) to determine the
values of the stress coefficients _, _'v, and b.... This
substitution gives for the membrane stress perpendicular
to the edge at its midpoint,
\ Eh _],. _o,,, el <a_
_,)..6_\____=¢+7{'w,t a aN, 1.28(_7__._ 15.61(u_._'):-.- ..\,- _ ,.- ,
. .['w_(_iw_ .('l-- wl - "
and, for tile membrane stress at the center of the plate
in any direction,
=:, )
...iw, ,\i w_ _\_ " " :
- Y2i.3 'W:_3 '_1.3 Wt,_ 4-")" ,i/)%a 2
+100.S .5 +143.3 (27)
ll_= a
The values of T given in table 3 )lave been substituted
in equations (26) and (27) With the results given in
table 5 and in figure 5. Figure 5 shows that for pres-(.°' )sures less than the maximum computed E_-i<402 , the
membrane stresses are smaller than the corresponding
extreme-fiber bending stresses and that they change
only a small amount in going from the edge to the center
of the plate.
CONVERGENCE OF SOLUTION
Au exact sohttion would requ're the use of an infinite
number of terms in the equations of tables 1 and 2.
In the present solution only the qrst 22 terms were
used. The effect of limiting the n 'mber of terms is
brought out by the comparison in table 6 of tile solution
for 2, 3, 6, and 22 terms. For example, tim use of only
the first six terms in the first equation of table 1,
excluding cubic terms involving w3._ w_ ._
_-,-_, etc., as fac-
tors gives the equation
I', ,a' . ,v,, 0,490(_):'0= - ;._+0.3,0-_:+
.... .-.i _.,\ t _, ._ \ ....... {w_ ._Vw, ._"
- ,,.., , .)Cw- ] C-v_ ) -_,.=ot T X _- )
(2sa)
thc use of only tile first three terms in the first equation
?1)_ .3 71-)3.3
of table 1, excluding cubic terms involving _ '_t '
"il)1.5
--h-' etc., as factors, gives tile equation
--_l,i (_4 -- ?_l.I Y)I,1 :l (2sb)
and the use of only the first two terms in the first equa-
tion of table 1, excluding all cubic terms, gives the
equation
O__ Pl.l(ll--._ o._Wi .1
- - O-Eh-__ c,._,.-_- (2Sc)
It is evident from table 6 that tile convergence is
rapid for the center deflection. The cbnvergence is
somcwhat slower in the case of the bending stress at the
midpoint of the edge. It is estimated from table 6
that the possible errorin table 5 is less than 2 percent.
COMPARISON WITH 'THE RESULTS OBTAINED BY
PREVIOUS AUTHORS
THE CLAMPED RECTANGULAR PLATE WITH SMALL DEFLECTION8
TILe earliest work ell the problem of the clamped
rectangular plate known to the author is that in 1902
by Kof'alovich (reference 7). KoFalovich solved the
problem by using trigonometric series. In 1913
Hencky (reference 1), using a method which he credits
to M. Levy, made a thorough analysis of the moments
and deflections for plates with small deflections. In
1914 Boobnov (see p. 222 of reference 4) extended the
scope of Koi_lovich's earlier work. Since that time
additional work on the problem extending the analysis
to different types of loading and a wider range of plate
sizes has been done by NAdai (reference 8), Timoshenko
(references 4 and 9), Wojtaszak (reference 10), Evans
(reference 11), Young (reference 12), and Pickett
(reference 13). The results of these authors for the
square plate with clamped edges agree closely wit, h
Hencky's results presented in reference 1. The present
paper gives, for small deflections, a value of the center
deflection of 0.001263 pa_/D as compared with Hencky's
value of 0.001265 pa'/D; and a value of the bending
moment perpendicular to the edge at midpoint of 0.0512
a2p as compared with Hencky's value of 0.513 a2p.
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THE CLAMPED RECTANGULAR PLATE WITH LARGE DEFLECTZONS
The only previous analysis of square plates with









1 , _ ! _ 1 I
,, I _ i
-_-_'--! Q Pre*enl So/_hon,_ =0.3/6 --
---/i! I j-
!
/O0 c_O0 300 400 500
_ress_re roho , D_a/Efl •
FX_ _I_ I 8.--Cornp_riaon of Way's ao|ution (r_ference 2) using the Ritz energy metho4
and the prvat, nt solution for the center deflection.
deflections that is known to the author is the analysis
by Way (reference 2) in which the Ritz energy method
/°° ----T---_ T I T T --
I ! _ i I
.. ! /z, i I
_6c i ' t 1 t Y i I
•_ [O/O/_./< {sfress_ "
I'_--_- * Reference 2,.=0.3 l I
I _ i o ;_"ese,'-,/ so,u,,on,.=a3/6 --
0 /0(:7 200 300 400 500
Pressure ro/io.pa_/Eh "
FIG(_I 7.--Compariaon of Way's mo|ution (rete_enc_ 2) using the Rit& eDerry metho(i
_d the pc_nt solutiofi for the total stress alad the member, ha stre8_ perp_ndl_xlar
to the edge _t its midpoint.
is used with polynomials satisfying the boundary con-
ditions and containing 11 undetermined constants.
Although his calculations were made for a Poisson's
ratio of 0.3, it appears from Way's analysis of circular
plates (reference 14) that small changes in Poisson's
ratio do not appreciably alter the solution. In figures
6 and 7 are compared the results obtained by Way in
reference 2'-with _=0.3 and the results of the present
paper with u=0.316. The agreement is excellent
(within 5 percent) for both the total stress at the
middle of the side and the center deflection. Tl_e
agreement between the membrane stresses is not so
good. In no case, however, do the membrane stresses
differ by more than 4 percent of the total stress.
THE INFINITE PLATE STRIP AND THE CIRCULAR PLATE
The values of the center deflection and of the extreme-
fiber stresses at the center of the sides for a square
clamped plate with large deflection are compared in
figures 8 and 9 with those for a clamped circular plate
I I I l I
_ f¢, C/am_ed Ior_ fecPongula C plol_ (re_. /5)-
Po/_on'$ r-of/o, 0.3/6.
-- _o/s_on'_ r_C,b, 0.3/_. _
C, Clom_d c,r'culorplote fret. 2) I _ "I
R a .. ..,4" I
- _>_/_,_ _ /I I
I I/ I/_
,,
// o Colcu/ofed /oo/nPs
, 1
0 /00 COO 300 400
Presxure rot/o, paalEh_
FIOUII 8,--Variation of deflectio_ It center with pre_ttr_ for sqtuwe lalat_, circ,.llir
plate, and long rectsmgu_ar plate.
(reference 14) of diameter a and those for a clamped
long rectangular plate (referenc¢s 4 and 15) of width a.
As would be expected, the .__uare plate is more rigid
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i ! i L i 1 i !
I_ Clomped ion 9 rectongulor plote _r@f. 15) _[
Po,sson's r@//o, 0.3/6. I
_, Clomped _quore plofe fpresen_ pope/-)
Po,_son's roMo, 0.3/5.
C, Clomped orcular plo?e (reference 2)
Pots$on's rOt O, 0 _. I _ '
I , , i
i ' i_ i
i i i i /i
° !i !/!z',,
x .{ . / _ ( • ..('///////_ i
eo- II/ _ ! ) , _ I 1
/_t/ , ! I I ,/// ', I ',!
0 /00 ZOO 300 400
Pressure r"OMO, oa4/Eh*
FIGURll 9.--Y_r/alion O( _i_tlUl3a e%trerae-flber stre_l at _dge with prt_sure for
$qua¢_ plate, ¢irc-ahu" plate, az_d lon_ re_t_n&gil:_ plate.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
EXAMPLE !
Calculate the center deflection and the maximum
extreme-fiber stress for a 10- by 10- by 0.05-inch
aluminum-alloy plate (E----I07 lb/in 2, u=0.316) with
clamped edges, subjected to a normal pressure of 2
pounds per square inch.
The pressure ratio is:
pa _ -- 2X 10 _
Eh'-- 10_-X (-0-_.05)' = 320
From figure 3, the corresponding deflection ratio is
w_,, ___ 1.72
so that the center deflection is
w,_,,,--- 1.72 X 0.05 = 0.0860 inc_h.
From figure 5, the maximum extreme-fiber stress ratio
for the edge at its midpoint is
0,(1, _
so that the maximum extreme-fiber stress is
e=65.010rM (0-05) _10 = = 16,30_, pounds per square inch
EI A_[PL_ _.
Calculate the pressure that, - '._produce a maximum





a 15- by 15- by 0.10-inch aluminum-alloy plate with
clamped edges.
The maximum extreme-fiber stress ratio is
_a I 30000X15: .. _.
_= 107× (0.10) _=°_'°
From figure 5, the corresponding pressure ratio is
= 339
so that the normal pressure is
p=339XI0_X(0'10)* 6 70
15 _ = . pounds per square inch
NATIONAL BUREAU OF _TANDARDS,
WASHINGTON, D. C., May _4, 1941.
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TABLE I.--EQUATIONS BETWEEN DEFLECTION COEFFICIENTSu_,., AND PRESSURE COEFFICIENTSp,,o WHEN
POISSON'S RATIO EQUALS 0.316
{Only the first 22 terms have been retained in these equations}
i o
I O-- i O- 0-
[
i
--PaJ --PLI I --1Dl'l
tOi I
--pt .1 --pi J
Z_l--_- _-r
--. 0_2._ Q 0 0 0
3.142 --I, 17 --.210 0 O
-.585 3._ 2025 0 0
--. 210 • _ 6.78 --. 2275 0
--4. 875 5. 625 2. 872 --. 250 0
5.625 0 --7,02 1,125 0 0 0
5.745 -- 16.1_ --5.65 fl._ --.503 0 0
0 0 2.385 -Z38_ 0 0 0
--7.02 9.54 3,64_ --l, 97g 1.900 0 0
--2.825 3.645 0 0 1.289 --. _,47 0
30. _'W" --10.125 --8.625 1.5625 --._25 0 0
--15. 19 _ _ 76.1






--4_. 57 _ 4
-13.63








IL;'9 --11.0_ .810 0 0
89.5 --1&84 4.54 --, 19_1 0
0 0 --4. 55 0 0
--_,_. 13 _.76 --[LO0 2.34_ 0
-40.875 30.9_ -6.00 2.56 -,2050
0 0 0 0 0
101.2 --I&41 0 --6.32 0
0 --_.4 _._ I 0 1,42
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TABLE 1.--EQUATIONS BETWEEN DEFLECTION COEFFICIENTS w... AND PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS p,.o WHEN









Pt_+.l _l.,l I_"I. l
k k, k
/I A t




I+-+3 l,pls +rq i.
k t+ Jl
O- i O- O= O- l O-












0 n , 0 , 0
.----_,---7--i-_--t_--
-Z 0,_9 , (ir2s h 0
2._ --L320 0 0
{l l| L 11
I
-X++.V,.__-i. ,_. _._- -,-V--I
I
- _,_,_0 i. 92.'. _ -, 2025 • 0 lltO
4.62 . 0
i
--I,_. 4_ C* l --,L'_3! 0
--31.08 2n.82 [ - :,. 4.04 tillS.2
..... i .....
18,42 --1&93 0 0









' O- { O- 0-
- ._ .. - p_ ._ -- p_,,_
i
I _i + 00
.... t___--
0 LI 0
0 -- I. 291 -- . O'.P,_8
o 0 - +20_ I
I
0 I?_.C.?,5 --6.646
0 --6.7. ,54 g. 82
....... i ....
0 I) [ 0
O ' .3&O -17. 6u
--I 681 - 0 --16._---
,,
II 31.g4 I --4ft. I$ 24.:_2 --3.7_ I I}O_L_2
II (1
'" ' + " I " + l
,, o
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TABLE 1.--EQUATIONS BETWEEN DEFLECTION COEFFICIENTS w,._ AND PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS p,., WHEN
POISSON'S RATIO EQUALS 0.316--Concluded
r 'J_i'----_ -Pl t
w| o
-1
wt.t _t,s -- --(T)_ _ o
(T)-_
wl J Wl ,I !
WI,] _1,| W|.3













0 0 0 0
WtJ _|._ Wl .&
.... (__ j)' _ 0 0
............ii
k _. k .I12_ 0
(_i-')' o o
wij IWs,_(T)-_ i _ o
wt.] lwl.6(T)T ! i. o
Wl _ wz.l a
A /i A --4.52 ._0_




i o- i 0-
o- {o-,I
-P I -P_" J -P_' ' -P,.
--!
O0 _0 0 o .
0 0 0
0 0 0 0

















0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
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t#l_ wl i i
COEFFICIENTS w.,, AND THE NORMAL PRESSURE p
I p_, pa* p_6 i p4, I p44
0.00417 0 O i 0
,OO62 -,138 ,O02O3 0
. 107 -- 172 .(](_12 0 0
-, 2875 .03.57 -. 038_ .00054g 0
--9.6,3 .0373 . 00_ . {X}0_52 0
3. l0 --. 43L ,0415 .00409 0
i . t2 .175 .049_ .0049 .00053
-6.24 0 -- 0219 .00764 0
--.27 --.073 .0394 - 00679 .0019fi
-22.06 . i,t6 -. 9D25 .O0649 --, 000_
-.33 --L54 .0448 .0_ .00_
--6.97 _3.24 . l_18 .0427 .0011_
-8. ,.q) ._02 --.4_ -._ .0053
- _ --7.59 --2.84 --,315 .0018 .00683
20,35 --4.51 .232
--7.0L --1.15 --. 321
0 --2. 41 0
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TABLE 3.--VALUE OF DEFLECTION COEFFICIENTS w.,,. AS A FUNCTION OF THE NORMAL PRESSURE p






















._00 .40O .fl_l ,8OO l.O
0 --._ --, 0442 --.0_ --.0744 --. _634
0 .0_2 ,00_ . OllSt .0007 .01_
0 --.0076 --. 0154 -.09:33 --._14 --.0094'
0 --.0031 --. OG611 --. GOal --. 0138 --.0L81
0 .0008 .0016 .00_ .0@_ .0O_l
0 --.0015 --. O0_I -.0048 -.00_ -.00_
0 .00_ . l]l_ .0000 .0011 ,0013
0 .0(1_ .O_O .00_I .0012 .0016
0 --. QO(_ --.0017 --.00_ --. 0(_1 --.00_
0 .OCO! .0002 .OC_ .0004, .0006
0 .OCOl .0002 .0004 .000_ .0007
0 --. 0006 -.OOll --, 0017 --. 002_ --. 0(]_1
0 .O00L .01_2 .0002 .OOO_ .00_
0 .00(]0 . CIO01 .0002 . O(]lfl_ .0_0_
0 .0000 .O00L . (ll(_ .0002 .0(_
-I
0 --.0003 -,(X}G7 .. --.0011 --.0016 --.0019. 000 .0_11 .O00l .00_2 .0002
0 ,O_OO .{_01 .0001 .O00t .0002
0 .0(_0 ._00 .0000 .0001 ,00_I
184.0 24_.0 3I&O ,102.0
1.2 1.,I 1.6 1.8
-0885 -0810 --. O@i_ -. OR,5,,I
• 0118 . 01_I4 . 0130 • 01;]9
--,0411 --. O_,.q} --.0621 --. 0_11
--, 02_7 -. 0_181 -._8 -. 0_8
.01}33 .00_ .0_1 , [XY28
--. 0112 --. 0138 --. 0186 --. 0196
• _016 . 0017 .0018 . . .0@18
.OO2O .0Cg4 .002_ .00_2
--.0_3 --.0_ --. OGOI --.0110
.OOO6 .000_ . IX]C6 .OOCO
._00 .0910 ._113 .0015
--. 004@ -. 00,_ --.CC_ --.00_
.occa .occ_ . oCO_l .oc_
.0_04 .0006 . o(lc_ .0007
.0c04 .0006 .coco .0007
-.00_ -.0(}33 -. c_lil -.004./
.0002 .oco_ .0002 .olx_
.0c02 .0003 .0004 .c_04
.0002 .00_ .cool .01104
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TABLE 4.--VALUES OF EDGE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS
k,, k, AS FUNCTIONS OF THE NORMAL PRESSURE p
-- Pa4
; 0 -0. 372
] 17,8 --.3_
:_. 3 - 352
, gt 4 - ,T_
95.0 - 30_


















0 0379 l 0.0177






TABLE 6.--CONVERGENCE OF SOLUTION AS THE
NUMBER OF TERMS USED IN THE EQUATIONS OF
TABLES 1 AND 2 ARE INCREASED FROM 2 TO 22
l pa_ Using 2 Using 3 Using 6 Using 22
_* t_rnls ter_s tsrm3 terms
Center deflection w,,._./k
63.4 0.87 O_,D2 0._5
184.0 0.76 "Z 52 1.50 1.34 1.32_
_'LO 5.51 ZI5 1._4 1.902
Bending stress perpendicular to edge at its midpoint w"a_/_*
• _,3.4 10.4 16.9 16.6 16.97
184.0 ,_.3 :Wi I 37.2 38.2
402.11 I'_._. I 5_: ,'$ t_1.6 iiCL2
TABLE 5.--CENTER DEFLECTION, BENDING STRESSES
a", MEMBRANE STRESSES a', AND EXTREME-FIBER












245. 0 I. ,%21
318.0 1.714
402.0 l.g02
Stress st midpoint of edge
(perpendicular to edge)




10.97 1.06 18._ I
_3. 45 1.87 25.32 j
30.6 2.92 33.5
38.2 4.23 42,4
47.0 5. 78 52. 8
5_.3 7.60 _.9
04_2 9.64 7&8
Stresa st center of plate
in shy direction
'_ Ca z
g °
.5 .14
4.86,7 1"
s.8 3:_
9.9 3.43
I1.1 4.79
12.9 6,34
13.8 8._
15.1 10.0_
0.6
5+2
8.0
11.1
13.3
15.9
19.2
21.9
25.1
l
t
;7
?
+
a
